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Abstract—With the recent surge in autonomous driving vehicles, the need for accurate vehicle detection and tracking
is critical now more than ever. Detecting vehicles from visual
sensors fails in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) settings. This can be
compensated by the inclusion of other modalities in a multidomain sensing environment. We propose several deep learning
based frameworks for fusing different modalities (image, radar,
acoustic, seismic) through the exploitation of complementary
latent embeddings, incorporating multiple state-of-the-art fusion
strategies. Our proposed fusion frameworks considerably outperform unimodal detection. Moreover, fusion between image and
non-image modalities improves vehicle tracking and detection under NLOS conditions. We validate our models on the real-world
multimodal ESCAPE dataset, showing 33.16% improvement in
vehicle detection by fusion (over visual inference alone) over test
scenarios with 30-42% NLOS conditions. To demonstrate how
well our framework generalizes, we also validate our models on
the multimodal NuScene dataset, showing ∼22% improvement
over competing methods.
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Fig. 1: A typical example of deployment of the proposed fusion
architecture in autonomous vehicles in connected vehicular network
environment.

Index Terms—vehicle detection, tracking, multimodal data,
fusion, latent embeddings, image, seismic, acoustic, radar.

I. I NTRODUCTION

different perspectives. For example, radar signals are robust to
adverse weather conditions (lighting changes, rain, fog) [4],
but are vulnerable to clutter and multi-path effects [5], and are
insufficient to determine target size [6]. Seismic and acoustic
signals can also detect the presence of an object without a
direct line-of-sight, but also struggle with the determining object sizes [5]. These non-image modalities are less succeptible
to non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, whereas images fare
better at tracking and determining object dimensions.
Motivation of using Multimodal Data Fusion: The stateof-the-art mainly uses convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
based learning frameworks for most accurate object detection
with camera images [7], [8], [9], [10]. While great strides have
been made in processing and analyzing image source data,
currently, we do not have mature frameworks for fusing other
sensor modalities with imagery [5]. Furthermore, it is unclear
(i) how these sensor modalities should be combined/fused
together for increased situational awareness, and (ii) which
subset of these sensors should be fused under varying environmental conditions, particularly under NLOS scenarios.
Scenario of Interest: Fig. 1 shows our scenario of interest
with two autonomous vehicles wishing to perform mutual
detection under NLOS conditions. The black car in the alley
cannot view the inbound van (whose view is obstructed by
buildings), while the blue car wants to take a turn in the alley,

Vehicle detection and tracking in different road conditions
are of vital importance for ensuring safe operability in autonomous driving settings [1]. As humans perceive the driving
environment visually, autonomous vehicles rely on visual
data, i.e., images and videos. However, in adverse driving
conditions, the presence of a vehicle may not be perceived
from images/videos only. Adverse driving conditions may arise
due to weather (fog, rain etc.) or positional (limited visibility,
non-line-of-sight) obstructions. In such cases, camera sensors
are increasingly hampered at object detection. These limitations have led the research community to leverage additional
modalities beyond just images for safety-critical operations
such as vehicle detection and tracking [2].
Availability and Usability of Multimodal Data: Given the
ongoing revolution in Internet of Things (IoT), pervasive
deployment of sensors will result in a multi-trillion dollar
market segment within the next few years [3]. These sensors
generate data from different modalities, including radar, image,
infra-red (IR), seismic, and acoustic, among others. Different
modalities capture the situational state of the environment from
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which is blocked by the bus. The blue car is not aware of the
fact that the alley is completely blocked by the parked truck
and the stopped black car. Momentary decisions are crucial
for ensuring safety in this scenario. Our proposed fusion-based
techniques can be deployed in the road-side infrastructure units
(RSUs) performing detection and inverence. Even though the
autonomous vehicles are equipped with integrated cameras,
such cameras often have limited visibility, which is concerning
when making safety-critical decisions [2]. Hence, we propose
a symbiosis of vehicular and infrastructure communication
using multi-domain sensing when making such safety-critical
decisions. The RSUs dedicated to collect non-image sensing
data can perform fusion-based inference from the multidomain sensing data to predict vehicles in this scenario. This
prediction can be transmitted to the RSU where the visual data
is being collected using infrastructure to infrastructure communication (I2I). The second level of fusion-based inference
between earlier prediction and visual image happens in this
image RSU. The final vehicle detection and tracking (in case
of direct LOS) information is then fed back to the vehicles
using infrastructure to vehicle communication (I2V). In other
words, a vehicle may still use a tracking mechanism from
the images, simultaneously receiving more reliable predictions
from the deployed infrastructure about presence of vehicles in
the surrounding region, impoving decision-making safety.

•

II. R ELATED W ORK
Object detection is a widely researched area in the domain
of computer vision, and convolutional neural networks [13],
[14] have a well-known efficacy in this task. However, the
exploitation of cross-modality features along with visual information is still in a nascent stage. It has recently been explored
in diverse domains of research involving visual modalities, i.e.,
video recognition [15], [16], multimedia understanding [17],
[18], [19], [20], image and video captioning [21], [22], and
person identification [23], to name a few. Additionally, fusion
among diverse modalities has its own challenges, such as ensuring diversity among different modalities or the availability
of multi-domain sensor data in a time-synchronized manner
(see, e.g., Lahat et al. [24], [25]). Compared to the other works,
we extend the domain of cross-modality feature exploration by
fusing both visual and non-image modalities.
Feng et al. [26] show that deep learning based fusion
techniques can improve performance over single modalities.
Other works [27], [28] have also demonstrated improvements
in object detection when fusing radar and image modalities. A
deep learning approach with Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) to fuse camera and radar data was proposed by Lekic
et al. [29]. Chadwick et al. [5] propose fusion between lowlevel representations of radar data and camera images. They
use both concatenation or element-wise addition on a fixed
layer as fusion strategies. They also use additional extracted
features (such as range and the range rate) from the radar as
auxiliary image channels. The authors prove the efficiency of
these fusion techniques on a self-collected dataset. Similarly,
Nobis et al. [2], propose a fusion network that is able to
learn the optimal layer at which fusion minimizes the training
loss. Beyond the fusion between radar and image modalities,
light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensor data has also
been explored as a candidate for sensor fusion. Chen et
al. [30] combine both frontal and birds-eye LiDAR views
with camera images for 3D object detection. Moving object
classification and tracking using cameras, LiDAR and radar
data fusion is presented by Chavez-Garcia et al. [31]. Our
proposed work differs from the aforementioned state-of-theart by not only including more modalities during fusion, but
also in exploiting novel means for fusing additional modalities
within visual data. Most importantly, we depart by explicitly
studying detection behavior under NLOS conditions.
In the domain of multi-target detection, fusion has been
explored on image and radio frequency data using different machine learning techniques, such as manifold learning [32][33], upstream fusion [34], canonical variation anal-

Contribution of this Paper: Our contribution amounts to
answering the question of how and when to fuse different
modalities. In that regard, we use the seismic, acoustic, radar
and image modalities from multimodal ESCAPE dataset [11],
to identify different vehicles in order to validate our proposed fusion frameworks. Our novelty lies in introducing
and experimenting with different fusion techniques which can
intelligently select the most relevant sensors on a case-by-case
basis. We list our contributions in detail below:
•

•

•

•

•

and (ii) scenario-based. The bin-based setting ensures
that each model is trained on part of each scenario,
and tested on the remainder. The scenario-based setting
validates performance of the proposed frameworks when
trained on few scenarios and tested on completely new
scenarios, not encountered during training.
We demonstrate that fusion frameworks qualitatively improve vehicle detection performance for NLOS scenarios.
In particular, we apply our proposed fusion frameworks
over the ESCAPE [11] and NuScene [12] datasets.

We propose fine-tuned models for seismic, acoustic, radar
and image modalities to detect and identify each vehicle
in a multi-vehicle scenario.
We provide different fusion frameworks for deeplearning-based fusion between different modalities, which
flexibly assign weights on each modality based on relevance. We explore different state-of-the-art fusion strategies to represent the fusion layer from unimodal features.
We explore fusion from both a feature- and decisionbased perspective. The proposed fusion frameworks work
on ultimate and penultimate (second last) layers of each
fine-tuned unimodal models. We also propose a novel
multi-level fusion framework: feature-based fusion is performed at a first level, and another feature- or decisionbased fusion is carried at a second level, using the
predictions of the first level.
The fusion between non-image modalities is performed
separately to exploit the correlation in different nonimage modalities. Predictions by those non-image fusion
networks are further fused with the image modality to
generate the final prediction.
We evaluate the performance of proposed unimodal and
fusion frameworks in two types of settings: (i) bin-based
2
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ysis [35] and joint sparsity based optimization on data-level
fusion [36]. However, these works focus on improving the
detection accuracy with direct LOS. There has also been
effort to apply fusion between seismic and acoustic data for
ground moving vehicle classification by Pan et al. [37]. In [38]
and [39], Vakil et al. present feature level sensor fusion of
passive RF and image modalities for vehicle detection and
scenario classification. This state-of-the-art motivates us to
use fusion of multiple modalities for multi-object detection
and tracking; it also demonstrates that image, radar, acoustic,
and seismic modalities all are excellent candidates for object
detection, as they provide situational awareness from different
perspectives. However, designing robust learning frameworks
by using different fusion-based approaches among diverse
multi-domain data is still open. In this paper, we explicitly
bridge that gap by introducing novel fusion techniques among
image, radar, acoustic, and seismic modalities.

Feedback link

Fig. 2: An overview of our fusion-based non-image and image
inference.

III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND S OLUTION OVERVIEW
In this section, we present an overview of the problem of
multi-vehicle detection using multimodal sensing data, and
our proposed approach of using deep learning based fusion
techniques as a solution.

2) Fusion Networks for Non-image Modalities: The
next step of the solution pipeline is to fuse non-image
modalities. We explore and compare the performance
of different fusion techniques. For example, we explore
fusing at the both penultimate and ultimate layers of
each non-image unimodal network.
3) Fusion Networks to Augment Image Modality: Finally, we propose to fuse the image modality with the
ultimate layer of non-image fusion networks. Therefore,
the output of non-image fusion network guides the
image modality to perform detection even when there is
no visible vehicle in the image frame. We again explore
several fusion methods. We note that fusion with image
data is treated separately so that detection can co-exist
with tracking when LOS is available.
Fig. 2 presents a high-level view of our solution pipeline: the
multimodal sensing data passes through the proposed feature
generation, trained unimodal networks, and fusion networks.

A. Problem Statement
Our main challenge is to detect multiple vehicles when there
is no direct LOS. With the advent of Internet of Things (IoT)
sensors, there is an abundance of sensors operating on different
types of data modalities. We categorize the visual sensing data
as image modality, and other type of sensing data as non-image
modalities. Sensors for different modalities can be co-located
or separately-located, but they all must be time-synchronized
with each other. Our goal is to augment an image detection
algorithm from multiple modalities so that we can detect and
track vehicles irrespective of LOS and NLOS conditions. The
overall idea is to detect and track the vehicles using image
modality under LOS conditions, and detect the vehicles with
help of other non-image modalities under NLOS conditions.
We stress however that our focus is on improving detection
via fusion, while improving vehicle tracking algorithms out of
our scope; we use state-of-the-art vehicle tracking approaches
such as [40], [41] for this purpose.

IV. DATASET, P REPROCESSING AND U NIMODAL
N ETWORKS
In this section, we introduce all 4 modalities (image, radar,
acoustic, and seismic) of the publicly available multimodal
ESCAPE dataset [11], along with implementation details of
our preprocessing steps and proposed unimodal networks.

B. Solution Approach
We propose a deep learning based fusion approach to
perform multi-vehicle detection over multimodal sensing data.
The overall solution is approached in three steps:
1) Preprocessing and Unimodal Networks: The first step
is to preprocess the time-synchronized raw data and
generate the high-level features which will be fed to the
neural networks for further processing. The generated
features of each modality are then passed through finetuned unimodal networks and generate predictions. We
use the penultimate output of each unimodal network as
a measure of data representation of each sensor modality.
These penultimate layers of unimodal networks extract
the low-level latent features for different modalities,
whereas the ultimate layers provide us with the initial
predictions of the vehicles using those modalities.

A. Dataset Description
The Experiments, Scenarios, Concept of Operations, and
Prototype Engineering (ESCAPE) dataset was collected by
the AFRL and Information Directorate to engage the data
fusion community in advanced heterogeneous data analytics,
design, and understanding. This dataset has time-synchronized
electro-optical (EO), infrared (IR), distributed passive radiofrequency (P-RF), radar, acoustic, and seismic sensor data. To
provide multimodal data on diverse ground vehicle scenarios,
the scenarios in ESCAPE dataset range from single-vehicle
to multi-vehicle trajectories. Five different types of ground
vehicle targets are present: (a) gas motor gator, (b) diesel motor
gator, (c) pickup truck, (d) panel van, and (e) stake rack truck.
The dataset contains 13 scenarios. For a detailed description
3
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Does not detect

79s
35s
79s
79s
79s
79s
79s

train
train
train
train
train
train
test

gas gator
stake rack
pickup
stake rack
diesel gator
pickup
stake rack

Image 3
vehicle appearance
engine type
LiDAR 7
vehicle appearance
engine type
IMU 7
vehicle orientation and relative position vehicle appearance, engine type
RF 3
vehicle location and path
engine type, vehicle appearance
Radar 3
vehicle location and path
engine type, vehicle appearance
Acoustic 3
engine type
vehicle appearance
Seismic 3
engine type
vehicle appearance

10/16/2018
10/16/2018
10/16/2018
10/16/2018
10/19/2018
10/19/2018

79s
79s
79s
79s
59s
74s

train
train
test
train
train
test

gas gator, diesel gator
gas gator, pickup
diesel gator, pickup, van
diesel gator, pickup, van
gas gator, diesel gator
gas gator, diesel gator, pickup

TABLE II: Analyzing the relevant modalities for multi-vehicle classification: in terms of detecting features in the vehicle. The used
modalities are highlighted in bold font. The ticked modalities are
included in the ESCAPE dataset.

2A
2A
2C
2C
2G
2H

run
run
run
run
run
run

6
7
4
5
1
1

Vehicles

Detects

Date
10/16/2018
10/16/2018
10/16/2018
10/19/2018
10/16/2018
10/16/2018
10/19/2018

Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario

Duration Train/test

Modality

Scenarios
Scenario 1 run 3
Scenario 1 run 5
Scenario 1 run 7
Scenario 1 run 8
Scenario 1 run 10
Scenario 1 run 11
Scenario 1 run 12

TABLE I: ESCAPE dataset [11] summary. The “Date” column
signifies the exact date on which data on that scenario was collected.
The “Vehicles” column represents the exact vehicles present in that
scenario. The “Train/test” column shows our split on putting a
scenario either in train or test set in scenario-based evaluations (see
Sec. VII).

factors due to vehicle mechanics. The seismic modality captures vibration patterns of different engine types, while acoustical signatures can differentiate among mechanical features
across vehicles [11]. However, both these modalities ignore
external appearance. Image and radar modalities contribute to
determining the area of interest and number of moving objects
in the area during object detection and tracking. However,
radar is again unable to differentiate between the vehicle’s
external appearance and mechanical features.
In Tab. II, we summarize the relevance of different modalities with respect to multi-vehicle classification. We choose
image, radar, acoustic and seismic modalities as the ESCAPE
dataset modalities we use. These choices are consistent with
past vehicle detection and tracking methods [35], [38], [39].

of the ESCAPE dataset, please refer to [11]; dataset details
are summarized in Tab. I.
The dataset comprises both single-vehicle scenarios and
multi-vehicle scenarios. The single-vehicle scenarios include
all types of ground vehicles, and can be used to train a multimodal representation for each vehicle. Multi-target scenarios
(up to 4 vehicles) contain closely spaced targets, opposing
targets, passing targets, move-stop-move trajectories, and LOS
obstructions. These scenarios pose a challenge for traditional
detection approaches. Thus, the ESCAPE dataset provides an
excellent platform to explore data fusion approaches leveraging the multimodal representation of each vehicle.

D. Preprocessing and Unimodal Networks
We first describe different preprocessing techniques for generating high-level features across modalities. We then propose
different finetuned unimodal architectures for each modality to
overcome the issue of overfitting to a particular modality. We
present a comprehensive overview of architectures and input
sizes of our unimodal network in Tab. III.
1) Image: Preprocessing step for image modality mainly
consists of designing a finetuned object detection network to
generate high level image features. In the ESCAPE dataset,
most pixels of an image form the background, hence, directly
using a classification model over raw images can diminish
classifier prediction accuracy. Therefore, we extract targeted
vehicles first, and then classify them. However, existing pretrained object detection models detect all kinds of objects (e.g.,
person, umbrella, frisbee), which are irrelevant to our task.
Hence, finetuning our object detection network is crucial to
our multi-vehicle detection task. We thus perform the three
steps to create our image preprocessing pipeline: (a) vehicle
detection using a pre-trained object detection network, (b)
finetuning the model to our dataset with labeling, (c) extracting
the preprocessed high level features from labeled data.
Object Detection. We begin with a pre-trained object detection network, R-50-FPN Faster RCNN [14]. Faster RCNN
estimates a set of candidate parts of objects that appear within
a region, and uses these as inputs to a CNN. The latter
extracts features and classifies the scenario as background or
as containing some real objects. Faster RCNN can detect small
objects well, since it has nine anchors in a single grid. This
R-50-FPN Faster RCNN model, whose backbone is feature
pyramid networks [46], is pretrained on COCO datasets [47].
We present the results of Faster RCNN implementation in
Fig. 3(a) for an image in Scenario 2H run 1. The bounding

B. Selected Modalities
We choose image (or EO data), radar, acoustic and seismic
as the candidate modalities to validate our proposed fusion
frameworks. We omit P-RF and IR modalities from further
consideration as we observed that they did not add further
diversity in the data. The sensors for the IR images were colocated with EO image sensors, thereby adding only redundant
information when used along with EO images. Additionally,
IR images where collected at a considerably lower resolution.
The P-RF data was collected from identical transmitters deployed on vehicles used in a scenario, hence there was no
possibility of exploiting vehicle-specific unique transmitterfingerprinting [42], [43]. Hence, P-RF data were not discriminative for multi-vehicle detection and classification.
C. Competence of the Selected Modalities
Among additional sensors which have gained popularity
for vehicle detection, light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
and inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensors [44] are most
prominent. The LiDAR sensor gives the 3D representation of
an object, hence, it is limited only to external appearance.
Vehicles with same make, model and color will have identical
representations in the LiDAR modality (for example, gas and
diesel gators in ESCAPE dataset). Similarly, IMU gives only
information about relative position and velocity. Therefore, the
distinguishing factors in same type of vehicles’ appearances
are not captured in IMU or LiDAR sensors. In contrast, the
acoustic and seismic modalities can highlight distinguishing
4
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(a) Pre-trained Faster RCNN

0, 0, 0], where each bit represents the presence of gas gator,
diesel gator, pickup, van, and stake rack respectively: in this
scenario, gas gator and diesel gator are present in the field.
The respective visible label for this image however is: [1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0], where the first bit of this label is a ‘non-visible’
label, since no vehicles are visible. We introduce this ‘nonvisible’ label to indicate the NLOS settings and will utilize
this label in fusion. We label about 15000 images across our
13 scenarios to retrain and test our model.
Having this labeled data, we now finetune the Faster RCNN.
Since we have only five types of vehicles, we first trim the
last layer from pre-trained Faster RCNN model. Then, we set
a very low learning rate to train the model with our labeled
data. We improve the precision of the detection dramatically
through this finetuning. For example, in Fig. 3(b), when using
our finetuned Faster RCNN to detect vehicles, we get the result
with 100% precision and high confidence. By construction, no
irrelevant objects are detected.
Feature Extraction. Though the finetuned Faster RCNN
achieves extremely high precision for vehicle detection, its
performance on vehicle classification gets increasingly worse
due to limited labeled data, low image resolution, small target
vehicles, and extremely similar appearance of targeted vehicles. Hence, we extract features from Faster RCNN and further
train an additional model on these extracted features specifically for vehicle classification. This has several advantages: (a)
we take highly encoded features as inputs focused on vehicle
classification, (b) we mitigate overfitting by selecting a smaller
architecture than Faster RCNN to perform classification, and
(c) the number of computations are reduced during training
and, hence, the resulting network is easier to be fused with
other modalities. We describe in detail below how we extract
and prepare these features.
Faster RCNN consists of four parts: (a) feature pyramid
networks (FPN), (b) region proposal networks (RPN), (c)
region of interest (RoI) pooling and (d) classification. Through
incorporating both features from FPN and bounding box
proposal from RPN, we choose the output of RoI pooling, i.e.,
roi box features, as our extracted feature, as these features
have fixed size (i.e., 100×1024) and maintain information
from both feature network and region proposal.
The images are captured at 14 frames per second. In order
to align with other modalities, which have one feature per
second, we concatenate those 14 frames within one second
as one feature, i.e., the size of feature is 1400×1024, where
dI0 = 14, dI1 = 1400×1024. We take the majority of visible
labels to generate a visible label for this concatenated feature.
As per the data collection setting, the image feature at the
tth second corresponds to features of other modalities at the
(t − 1)th second. Hence, we discard the image features of first
1 second to synchronize image with other modalities.
Unimodal Image Network. Once we have the preprocessed
high level features from our finetuned Faster RCNN, we train
a ResNet-18 [48] network with those extracted features and
visible labels from scratch, explicitly for vehicle classification.
The architectural overview of our ResNet-18 model is shown
in Fig. 6. Recall that the output of our ResNet-18 is the
prediction score for both 5 types of vehicles and a ‘non-visible’

(b) Finetuned Faster RCNN

Fig. 3: An example output of pre-trained and finetuned Faster
RCNN at in Scenario 2H run 1. The results include the bounding
boxes of objects, the classification results, and the confidence of the
classification. The performance achieves great improvement after the
finetuning.

Fig. 4: Bounding box labeling in Scalabel [45].

Fig. 5: An image in Scenario 2A run 6. For this image, the true label
is [1, 1, 0, 0, 0], while visible label is [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], where the
first bit is a ‘non-visible’ label.

box indicates an object, and the associated text indicates the
object classification and its confidence. However, we get many
disparities in detection performance. First, the pre-trained
model detects some objects irrelevant to vehicles. Second,
many vehicles cannot be detected. Third, even when detected,
different types of vehicles cannot be precisely differentiated.
Hence, we finetune this model on our image modality data.
Model Finetuning. In order to finetune the R-50-FPN Faster
RCNN model, we label the images with visible vehicles in our
dataset. We use the open source labeling tool Scalabel [45],
shown in Fig. 4. Each object in the image is labeled with a
rectangle bounding box and its corresponding classification.
We have two types of labels: true labels and visible labels,
derived from the metadata of the ESCAPE dataset. For each
frame/image in a scenario, true labels represent the vehicles in
this scenario, no matter whether the vehicles can be observed
in the frame, whereas the visible labels only indicate the
observable vehicles in the frame, which are obtained through
manual labeling. For example, an image in Scenario 2A run
6 is shown in Fig. 5. The true label for this image is: [1, 1,
5
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vehicles.
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the minimum and maximum values in the raw data. The
output layer consists of 5 (number of different vehicles) filters
which generate the latent embedding for the fusion network.
A sigmoid activation is applied at the output layer.
In addition to the MLP network, we also experimented with
a CNN model which captures the spatial correlation in the
data with two convolutional layer of kernel sizes 4 and 1,
one pooling layer in between them to extract max value of 4
consecutive neurons of the output of first layer. We add two
fully connected layers after the convolutional layers as well
with the sigmoid activation at the output layer.The proposed
CNN-based radar architecture is presented in Fig. 8(b).
3) Acoustic: The acoustic modality contains audio signals recorded by 16 microphones. Unlike the aforementioned
modalities, we do not directly train a deep model on the raw
audio signals. To exploit the intrinsic properties of acoustic
signals from different vehicles, we generate spectrograms
of recorded audio signals for all the scenarios. From the
spectrogram plots, as shown in Fig. 9, we observe that different
patterns correspond to different vehicles, which motivates
us to classify vehicles via spectrograms. We use dA0 = 16
spectrograms per second with size of dA1 × dA2 as inputs to the
acoustic neural network, where dA1 = 128 and dA2 = 44.
Unimodal Acoustic Network. As the preprocessed inputs
of acoustic network are two dimensional spectrograms and
VGG16 [8] has excellent performance on the ImageNet
dataset [49], we use a VGG16 network pre-trained on ImageNet, and finetune the weights of the first and last layers.
We also consider VGG-Sound net [50], a version of VGG16
which is pre-trained on different acoustic (e.g., police car
siren, guitar, clapping) datasets. We use the pre-trained model
which used ResNet18 architecture with NetVLAD aggregation
method for audio recognition tasks [51]. We finetune the
weights of the first and last layers in this case as well.

Sigmoid

ZR

20

200000

Fig. 10: Seismic plot for single-vehicle and two-vehicle scenarios.

Fig. 7: Radar plots for single-vehicle and three-vehicle scenarios.
We run a matlab scripts to plot these from captured *.imb files of
ESCAPE dataset.
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Fig. 6: Architecture of ResNet-18. The last layer of ResNet-18 model
is customized to support prediction of 5 vehicles on 1 visible label.
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Fig. 8: Proposed neural network architectures for the radar modality.

label, thereby yielding a 6-dimensional vector.
2) Radar: The radar modality is used for object detection
and ranging the targets. We present a visual representation
(Fig. 7) of how the radar data appears differently for single
vehicle and multiple vehicle scenarios in the ESCAPE dataset.
We extract the I/Q data from the captured radar *.imb files by
designing a matlab script as preprocessing step. The I/Q data
of dR0 samples per second with size of dR1 has been used as
input to the unimodal network for radar, where dR0 = 14 and
dR1 = 1350.
Unimodal Radar Network. To leverage the raw I/Q data of
radar modality, we propose a multi-layer perception (MLP)
network (refer to Fig. 8 (a)) with 1 hidden layer, 512 filters,
and sigmoid activation to map the raw radar data from
[Xmin , Xmax ] range to [0, 1], where Xmin , and Xmax are
6
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Modality

Architecture

Input Size

Image (Detection)
Image (Classification)
Radar
Acoustic
Seismic

Finetuned Faster-RCNN [14]
Finetuned Resnet18 [48]
Custom Designed CNN
VGG16 [8] & VGG-Sound [50]
Custom Designed Shallow NN

3840 × 2748
1400 × 1024
14 × 1350
16 × 128 × 44
90

transformation the penultimate embeddings with suitable activation functions. The outputs of ultimate layers for unimodal
networks of image, radar, acoustic, and seismic are denoted
by sI , sR , sA , and sS respectively, where:

TABLE III: The unimodal network architecture and input size for
each modality.

4) Seismic: Seismic modality is an interesting component
to the ESCAPE dataset as different ground targets have
uniquely different seismic signature profiles. We plot the
seismic data as a function of the distance of the vehicles (from
the seismic sensors) in two scenarios in Figure 10. We observe
a pulse when the vehicles are nearest to the seismic sensor
location. For seismic signals from each sensor, we spit the
signal into 1-second bins. Then we further preprocess those
and generate 9 features based on the differences between two
adjacent bins, e.g., maximum, minimum, average, median,
standard deviation etc. As a result, for each second, we obtain
dS0 = 90 features from all 10 seismic sensors.
Unimodal Seismic Network. Due to the limited dimensionality of seismic modality, we design a shallow neural network to
identify vehicle types. Our seismic model consists of a single
layer with a ReLU activation.

I

I

I

R

R

R

A

A

zR = fθRR (XR ),

fθRR : Rd0 ×d1 7→ Rd

zA = fθAA (XA ),

fθAA : Rd0 ×d1 ×d2 7→ Rd

zS = fθSS (XS ),

fθSS : Rd0 7→ Rd

S

A

R

R

sR = σ(fθRR (zR )),

fθRR : Rd0 ×d1 7→ R|V|

sA = ι(fθAA (zA )),

fθAA : Rd0 ×d1 ×d2 7→ R|V|

sS = ζ(fθSS (zS )),

fθSS : Rd0 7→ R|V|

A

A

A

S

F. Fusion Strategies
We explore several state-of-the-art fusion strategies [52]
to combinine different modalities. Even though we formulate
these strategies for the three non-image modalities, however,
they are extendable to image and other modalities.
1) Concatenation: Feature concatenation is an effective
strategy for feature-based fusion in machine learning [53].
We perform concatenation in the late fusion approach where
the feature representations from the unimodal models are
extracted, and then concatenated. The fused feature vector
[54] is represented as zC = [zA ; zR ; zS ] where zA , zR , and
zS are the latent embeddings for acoustic, radar, and seismic
modalities, respectively.
2) Multiplicative Interactions (MI): Multiplicative interactions generalize tensor products to include few learnable
parameters so that rank and structures of those parameters can
be constrained on the type of the output [55]. We formulate
the multiplicative interactions between three modalities in the
form of bilinear products:

We denote the data matrices after preprocessing for image,
I
I
radar, acoustic and seismic by XI ∈ RNt ×d0 ×d1 , XR ∈
R
R
A
A
A
S
RNt ×d0 ×d1 , XA ∈ RNt ×d0 ×d1 ×d2 , XS ∈ RNt ×d0 respectively,
where Nt is the number of training samples. Furthermore, we
denote by (dI0 × dI1 ), (dR0 × dR1 ), (dA0 × dA1 × dA2 ) and (dS0 )
the respective dimensions of the preprocessed image, radar,
acoustic, and seismic data. We represent the presence of V
vehicles via binary label matrix Y ∈ {0, 1}Nt ×|V| .
1) Penultimate Layers: As mentioned in Sec. III-B, the
penultimate layer of each unimodal network captures the
data representation of each modality. The penultimate layers
of the unimodal networks of image, radar, acoustic, and
seismic have dI , dR , dA , dS neurons, respectively. As a result,
different sensor modality sample input maps to a vector with
that dimension after passing through these unimodal feature
extractors. We denote the feature extractor of each modality
as fθII , fθRR , fθAA , and fθSS for image, radar, acoustic, and seismic
data, respectively, each parametrized by weight vectors θm ,
for m ∈ {I, R, A, S}. We refer to the output of these feature
extractors as the latent embedding of each modality. Formally,
fθII : Rd0 ×d1 7→ Rd

I

fθII : Rd0 ×d1 7→ R|V|

and σ, ι, ζ are the sigmoid, linear, and ReLU activation
functions, respectively. Next, we formulate different ways to
combine different modalities.

E. Fusion Notation

zI = fθII (XI ),

I

sI = σ(fθII (zI )),

1
zMI = fMI
(zM1 , zM2 ),
2
z3MI = fMI
(zMI , zM3 ),

1
fMI
: (zM1 W1 zM2 +zTM1 U1 +V1 zM2 +b1 )
2
fMI
: (zMI W2 zM3 +zTMI U2 +V2 zM3 +b2 )

where zM1 , zM2 , and zM3 are the extracted unimodal features
from the modalities M1 , M2 , and M3 , respectively, representing
the acoustic, radar, and seismic modalities in different permutations. Matrices W1 , W2 , U1 , U1 , V1 , V2 , and vectors
b1 , b2 are the trainable parameters. The fused features from
two and three modalities are represented by zMI and z3MI ,
respectively. The outcome of zMI and z3MI will vary depending
on the sequence of the participating modalities.
3) Feature-wise Linear Modulation (FiLM) Layer: FiLM
layers [56] can be used to perform simple computations on
network’s intermediate features, where specific parameters γ
and β are set to modulate a neural (base modality) network’s
features F. The latter form a feature-wise affine transformation based on conditioning information. FiLM layers can be
exploited to fuse multiple modalities in which transformed
features per modality are conditioned on the relevance of each
modality. Hence, our formulated FiLM layer for fusion is
described as:
zFiLM (F|γ, β) = γF + β,

A

S

where zI , zR , zA , and zS denote the extracted latent embeddings for input data XI , XR , XA , and XS , respectively.
2) Ultimate Layers: We formulate the output of the ultimate
layers for each unimodal network in regard to the corresponding latent embeddings. The ultimate layers are just the
7
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Fig. 12: Fusion at ultimate layers. The top block of fusion network
represents the proposed shallow fusion among all modalities after
fusion layer. The bottom block represents the proposed deep fusion
network with 4 dense layers after fusion layer. Training is performed
on each block separately.

.

Low-rank multimodal fusion

(d) Low rank multimodal fusion layer

Fig. 11: Representation of different fusion strategies used as fusion
layer in the proposed fusion networks. The ‘·’ in (b) signifies a
Hadamard product. The ‘◦’ in (d) indicates the element-wise product
over a sequence of tensor. The shown graphics are considering fusion
among radar, acoustic and seismic modality as an example. However,
all these strategies can be extended to image and more number of
modalities.

A. Fusion at Ultimate Layer of Non-image Modalities
One general strategy to attack the feature-based fusion is to
combine the output of ultimate layers of different modalities.
The ultimate layer represents the high-level representation of
each unimodal model. However, the penultimate layer captures
the intrinsic low-level representation. We propose a featurebased fusion on the ultimate layer output of the unimodal
models and added both deep and shallow fusion networks.
The details of the proposed networks are presented in Fig. 12.
The selection of the network layers and architecture has been
determined depending on the performance on the training data.
To define this fusion network, we take earlier defined ultimate layers of each modality: sR , sA and sS ∈ R|V| , the fused
representation matrix sU is generated as: sU = F(sR , sA , sS ) ∈
R3×|V| , where F(·) represents one of the fusion strategies
mentioned in Sec. IV-F.
We denote the ultimate layer fusion network as fθULF
ULF (·):

where γ is fθAA and β is fθSS and the base modal features F is
zR . We denote the fused features by zFiLM .
4) Low Rank Multimodal Fusion: The idea of low rank
multimodal fusion is to decompose the weight tensor into M
sets of modality-specific factors [57]. Parameter r is specified
by the rank of the tensor which makes the decomposition valid.
As per [57], the generated fused features are defined as:
r h
h
i
i
X
(1)
(2)
(r)
zLR =
ΛM
w
,
w
,
·
·
·
,
w
·
X
,
m
m=1
m
m
m
i=1

Acoustic Model

Gas Gator
Diesel Gator
Pickup
Van
Stake Rack

i,:

where Λ is the element-wise product over a sequence of
tensors, ‘·’ is the Hadamard product, wm is the weight matrix
for modality m ∈ (A, R, S), r is the rank, and Xm is the input.
An overview of the fusion strategies we use is presented
in Fig. 11. Finally, we denote the fusion layer by F(·) =
z, where z ∈ (zC , z3MI , zFiLM , zLR ).

sULF = σ(fθULF
ULF (sU )),

3×|V|
fθULF
7→ R|V| ,
ULF : R

where σ is the sigmoid activation function.
B. Fusion at Penultimate Layer of Non-image Modalities
Given the latent embeddings at penultimate layers of all
modalities, we also design two types of fusion frameworks:
aggregated fusion and incremental fusion, by fusing the latent
feature embedding from each unimodal network.
R
1) Aggregated Fusion Framework: Given zR ∈ Rd , zA ∈
A
S
Rd and zS ∈ Rd , we fuse them in aggregated manner and
generate the combined latent feature matrix z as:

V. P ROPOSED F USION F RAMEWORKS FOR N ON -I MAGE
M ODALITIES
Non-image unimodal networks can predict vehicle classes
but image networks can additionally be used for tracking the
vehicle location from the image modality. Hence, we first
introduce different novel fusion frameworks among non-image
unimodal networks, then we discuss about the image fusion
in the next section.
Our fusion frameworks work on the basic principles of
feature-based and decision-based fusion. In feature-based fusion, deep learning approach automatically assigns higher
weights on the more relevant modalities than the other during
the training. However, in decision-based fusion, we set specific
rules so that the more relevant modalities get prioritized over
others. Most of the proposed fusions work with the featurebased fusion principle, unless explained otherwise.

R

z = F(zR , zA , zS ) ∈ Rd

+dA +dS

.

We denote the aggregated fusion network as fθAGF
AGF (·):
sAGF = σ(fθAGF
AGF (z)),

d
fθAGF
AGF : R

R

+dA +dS

7→ R|V|

where σ is the sigmoid. The aggregated fusion network, shown
in Fig. 13, fuses the latent embeddings of the penultimate
layers from three non-image unimodal networks, and adds two
convolutional module and three fully connected (FC) layer
afterwards. First convolutional module consists of two convolutional layer of kernel sizes 4 and 1, one pooling maximum
8
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Fig. 14: Incremental fusion at penultimate
layers.

value of 5 consecutive neurons. The second convolutional
module has similar settings with the only difference of pooling
maximum value from 2 consecutive neurons.
2) Incremental Fusion Framework: For incremental fusion
model, we first sort unimodal networks according to their
performance. We fuse the embedding of penultimate layers of
the best unimodal networks and the second best one. In this
step, we freeze the best model and only retrain the second
best model and the fusion model. This forces the second best
model and the fusion model to learn different information
than the best model. Similarly, when incorporating the third
best model, we only retrain the third and fusion layers. A
conceptual overview of the incremental fusion framework is
illustrated in Fig. 14.
Following the same notation as aggregated fusion, the
combined latent feature matrix z can be represented as:
R

z = F(zIN , zL ) ∈ Rd

+dA +dS

,

where zIN ∈ {F(zR , zA ), F(zR , zS ), F(zA , zS )}, and zL ∈
{zR , zA , zS }, zIN refers to the fused latent embeddings of the
best two modalities, and zL is the latent embedding of the
third best modality. The notations for incremental fusion is
parameterized over IRF. We denote the incremental fusion
network as fθIRF
IRF (·) as:
sIRF = σ(fθIRF
IRF (z)),

R

d
fθIRF
IRF : R

+dA +dS

Best Trained
Model
Weights

Best Trained
Model
Weights

SA

Decision-based
Final
Fusion
SD Prediction
Max Operation

SS

SPNF

the unimodal networks. However, such feature-based fusion
networks can further be exploited along with the unimodal
networks for an improved decision at the second level. The
output of the ultimate layers of each unimodal or fusion
network represent the sensitivity of that particular model for
detecting each vehicles. Hence, we propose few multi-level
fusion techniques which involve: (i) unimodal radar network,
(ii) unimodal acoustic network, (ii) unimodal seismic network,
and (iv) penultimate feature fusion network (Sec. V-B).
1) Multi-level Decision-based Fusion Framework: The first
multi-level fusion uses penultimate layer feature-based fusion
(Sec. V-B) at first level, and decision-based fusion of the
ultimate layers at second level. To define the decision-based
fusion at the second level, we use the ultimate layers of
unimodal and penultimate fusion networks: sR , sA , sS , and
sPNF ∈ R|V| , where sPNF ∈ (sAGF , sIRF ). Finally, the decision
at second level is defined as: sD = max(sR , sA , sR , sPNF ).
The graphical illustration of multi-level decision based
fusion approach is presented in Fig. 15. The main idea behind
using decision-based fusion at the second level is to selectively
use either one of the proposed unimodal model or featurebased fusion model on the fly for each vehicle. Here, we use
max operator as selection criteria among the ultimate layers.
This concept can be explained with one example. Suppose, one
vehicle is best detected by acoustic model, however another
vehicle is best detected from the aggregated fusion network.
This decision based fusion will dynamically select the output
of acoustic model for first vehicle, and aggregated fusion
network for the second vehicle. However, this idea works on
the assumption that best performing model will generate the
maximum value at the ultimate layer for each vehicle. This
might not be true for all the cases, as it is possible that some
model falsely generates a high valued output for a vehicle.
As a result, the decision-based fusion may propagate model
mispredictions from first level to the decision at the second
level. Hence, we move forward adding fully connected layers
at the second-level, as a measure of assigning weights to the
output from the first-level.
2) Multi-level Quadratic Shallow Fusion Framework: In
our second attempt of adding another level of fusion at the
ultimate layer, we generate the quadratic features from the
fused output of all the models of first level. We use the
fusion strategies mentioned in Sec. IV-F for fusing the ultimate

Predictions

ZIN

Best Trained
Model
Weights

Fig. 15: Proposed decision-based fusion at the ultimate layer between
all modalities and penultimate fusion model. The preprocessing step
in between the raw data and proposed neural network models is not
shown in this block diagram.
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Training

Saved weights
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Seismic Model

Best Feature
Fusion Model

Fig. 13: Aggregate fusion at penultimate layers. The latent embeddings of each non-image modality contribute to the overall fusion
network. The output of the fusion network gives prediction of each
vehicle.

Best

Acoustic Model

5, 2 MaxPool1D

7→ R|V|

C. Multi-level Fusion of Non-Image Modalities
So far the proposed feature-based fusion networks exploit
the correlation in either the ultimate or penultimate layers of
9
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layer outputs of each models. The relevance of each model
of first-level is pronounced through the quadratic features
and further dynamically assigned weights by the one fully
connected output layer. The overall fusion approach is depicted
in Fig. 16(a).
To define the quadratic-shallow fusion at the second level,
we use the previously defined unimodal and fusion networks.
The representation of combined matrix sSF is:

Ultimate
Layers
Radar Data

Radar Model
SR
Acoustic Model
SA

Seismic Data

Seismic Model

Quadratic
Feature
Extraction

Fusion at
Ultimate Layer
SPNF

(a) Quadratic shallow fusion

where q(·) extracts the quadratic features from the ultimate
layer at first level. The quadratic features represents the features generated by applying a quadratic function on the inputs.
The quadratic function outputs all possible combinations of the
input elements. The q(·) on an input [x1 ,· · · , xn ] is defined
as: q(x1 , · · · , xn ) = {xi xj |1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, where
|q(·)| = n2 /2. We denote the multi-level quadratic shallow
fusion network as fθSFSF (·), where:
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Acoustic Model

SA
Seismic Model

Seismic Data

SS

,

SPNF

(b) Deep fusion

Fig. 16: Proposed multi-level fusion framework at ultimate layers.
The preprocessing step is not shown in this block diagram to highlight
the proposed fusion more.
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sDF = F(sR , sA , sS , sPNF ) ∈ R4×|V| .

Ultimate
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Radar Data

fθDFDF (·):
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where σ is the sigmoid function.
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and σ is the sigmoid activation.
3) Multi-level Deep Fusion Framework: We also propose a
deep neural network at the second-level of fusion, as shown in
Fig. 16 (b). The deep fusion network on the output of ultimate
layer will intelligently assigns higher weights to the outputs
of the more relevant models of first-level. We use 4 fully
connected layers as the deep fusion architecture of secondlevel. This network architecture is presented in Fig. 16 (b).
Similar to other multi-level fusion frameworks, the deep
fusion at the second level can also be defined using the
ultimate layers of unimodal and fusion networks. In this case,
the representation of combined matrix sDF is:

We denote the multi-level deep fusion network as
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FC 5
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(b) Image quadratic fusion

After exploring different types of fusion networks with nonimage modalities, we now augment those with the image
modality. The image model can be fused in multiple ways
with the non-image unimodal/fused models. We present three
such novel image fusion techniques where ultimate layer of
unimodal image network is fused either in unified way or with
one of the non-image fusion networks.

Fig. 17: Proposed image fusion frameworks at ultimate layers. The
preprocessing step is not shown in this block diagram to highlight
the proposed fusion more.

13, where image modality is also integrated to the end-to-end
architecture, and one more fully connected layer is added to
deal with the added dimensionality of the image feature than
the 3 modality version.
1) Fusion at Ultimate Layer: To define the unified fusion at
the ultimate layer, the scores of each modality: sR , sA , sS , and
sI ∈ R|V| , are combined to generate the representation matrix
from F(sR , sA , sS , sI ) ∈ R4×|V| . We denote this unified fusion
network by fθUUNF
UUNF (·):

A. Image Unified Fusion Framework
We first approach the integration of image modality in
unified way as the other non-image modalities. Hence, the
proposed architecture is designed to use either ultimate layers
or extracted latent embeddings from all the modalities and
combine those in an unified way. The fused features are later
passed through the fusion networks similar to Fig. 12 and

sUUNF = σ(fθUUNF
UUNF (F(sR , sA , sS , sI ))),

4×|V|
fθUUNF
7→ R|V| ,
UUNF : R
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where σ is the sigmoid activation function.
R
A
2) Fusion at Penultimate Layer: Given zR ∈ Rd , zA ∈ Rd ,
S
I
zS ∈ Rd , and zI ∈ Rd we fuse them in unified way and
generate the combined latent feature matrix z as:

0

7→ R|V| ,

Train

where σ is the sigmoid. The unified way of fusing all four
modalities is restricted by assigning equal importance to all
four modalities before fusion. However, we want to enforce
higher importance to the image modalities than the non-image
ones, hence we propose two more fusion frameworks which
take images separately than the other non-image modalities,
and eventually gives higher importance to the image modality.

We denote the multi-level quadratic image fusion network as
fθIQF
IQF (·), so that:
sIQF = σ(fθIQF
IQF (z)),

In our experimental validation, we notice that if vehicles
are visible, the image modality provides accurate prediction.
Recall that besides 5 types of vehicles, we define a ‘nonvisible’ class. We take advantage of the accuracy of image
through this ‘non-visible’ class, and propose a image fusion
framework shown in Fig. 17 (a). If image feature predicts that
vehicles are visible, then we use image prediction as final
prediction. Otherwise, if image feature predicts that vehicles
are not visible, we use prediction from other modalities as final
prediction. Hence, we call this specific fusion as naı̈ve image
fusion. This fusion works with the principle of decision-based
fusion, as we design the logic of taking the decision of using
the prediction from either image model or non-image fusion
model.
To define this fusion, we use the ultimate layers of unimodal
image and earlier described non-image fusion (Sec. V-B and
V-C) networks: sI , sFST , where sFST ∈ (sPNF , sDF , sSF ). Finally,
this fusion is defined as:
(
sI , if nonvisible(sI ) = 0,
sINF =
sFST , otherwise.

|q(2×|V|+1)|
fθIQF
7→ R|V| ,
IQF : R

where σ is the sigmoid activation function.
VII. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we discuss about the setup of different experiments and evaluation metrics for analyzing the performance
of the proposed unimodal and fusion networks.
A. Experimental Setup
We split the dataset of 13 scenarios into 958 non-overlapped
1-second bins. We consider two types of train-test splits:
bin-based and scenario-based splits. In bin-based split: we
randomly select 80%, and 20% of bins for each scenario
into training and testing sets, respectively, and combine all
scenarios to form the training and testing sets for the entire
dataset. In scenario-based split: we split 13 scenarios into 10
training scenarios and 3 testing scenarios. The distribution of
different vehicles in test and train set for scenario-based split
is shown in Fig. 18. Scenario-based splitting uses data trained
at different runs to predict performance at other runs, while
bin-based allows testing on data across all scenarios.
For all modalities except RGB imagery, we consider the
labels of 1-second bins directly from the existing vehicles in
the scenario. For the image modality, we consider two types
labels: true labels and visible labels as described in Sec. IV-D.
For each frame/image in a scenario, true labels represent the
vehicles in this scenario, even though the vehicles cannot be
observed in the frame; while the visible labels only indicates
the observable vehicles in the frame. Besides, we use a ‘nonvisible’ class to indicate no vehicles situation. Scenario-wise
‘non-visible’ vs ‘visible’ labels has been depicted in Fig. 19.
The details of used optimizers and learning rates for training
of the proposed models are presented in Tab. IV.

C. Image Quadratic Fusion Framework
We further propose a trainable approach for image fusion,
shown in Fig. 17 (b). To explore the relationship between
each output before fusing with images, we generate the
quadratic features from both non-image and image modalities.
The quadratic features are defined in the same way as in
Sec. V-C2. This quadratic features include not only each output
(dimension 2 × |V| + 1), but also the multiplication of each
output (dimension q(2 × |V| + 1), which is 121 considering
|V| = 5). After that, we employ a fully connected layer to map
our result into dimension |V|.
The representation of combined matrix sIQF is:
sIQF = q(F(sI , sFST )) ∈ R

Test

Fig. 18: Vehicle occurrences in the train and test set for scenariobased split.

B. Image Naı̈ve Fusion Framework

|q(2×|V|+1)|
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z = F(zR , zA , zS , zI ) ∈ Rd

400

B. Evaluation Metrics

.

For each 1-second bin, we binarize the labels to existence
vs non-existence for each type of vehicle. We use Area under
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC), and
average precision (AP) as our evaluation metrics for vehicle

The q(·) extracts the quadratic features from the ultimate
layer of image model and one of the non-image fusion model.
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Proposed Models

Learning Rates

Optimizer

Radar Unimodal Network
Acoustic Unimodal Network
Seismic Unimodal Network
Image Unimodal Network

10−4
10−4
10−3
10−4

Adam
Adam
SGD
Adam

Non-image Fusion Networks
Image Fusion Networks

10−4
10−2

Adam
Adam

TABLE IV: Optimizers and learning rates used for training different
proposed models.

Average AP
sc-based bin-based

Radar-MLP
Radar-CNN

0.766
0.742

0.712
0.996

0.818
0.791

0.724
0.999

Acoustic (VGG16)
Acoustic (VGGSound)

0.752
0.776

0.876
0.906

0.726
0.823

0.856
0.817

Seismic

0.564

0.642

0.385

0.526

Image (true labels)
Image (visible labels)

0.698
0.986

0.703
0.796

0.757
0.956

0.649
0.823

TABLE V: Area Under the ROC (AUC) and Average Precision
(AP) for each modality over the ESCAPE dataset (higher is better,
1 is best). We use the best settings (highlighted in bold font) of
each unimodal model for the fusion networks for the rest of the
performance evaluations.

60
40

1

classification. The ROC curve is a performance measurement
for the classification problems at various threshold settings.
The AUC tells how much the model is capable of distinguishing between classes. On the other hand, AP represents the area
under the precision-recall curve. Higher the AUC and AP are,
the better the classification model is.
Additionally, the considered metrics to evaluate the object
detection task of the image preprocessing step are mean
average precision (mAP) and mean average recall (mAR).
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Fig. 19: Scenario-wise ‘visible’ and ‘non-visible’ labels per bin. The
‘non-visible’ bin refers to the fact that no vehicle was visible from
image for that bin, even though the vehicles were present as per the
non-image modalities.
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Fig. 20: Vehicle-wise AUCs and APs for best settings of proposed unimodal networks. The evaluation metrics are averaged over
scenario-based and bin-based settings for each vehicle.

Metric Gas gator Diesel gator Pickup Van Stake rack
mAP
mAR

VIII. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In this section, we provide discussion regarding the performance of different unimodal and fusion networks presented in
Sec. IV-D, V, and VI. We use python and pytorch to implement
the proposed models.

0.736
0.799

0.828
0.869

0.836 0.531
0.870 0.533

0.837
0.864

TABLE VI: The mAP and mAR for IoU = (0.50:0.05:0.95) in object
detection. We train and evaluate the object detection only in bin-based
settings.

A. Performance of Proposed Unimodal Networks
use the best settings (highlighted in bold font in Tab V) of
each unimodal model for all the fusion networks in the rest
of the performance evaluations. Finally, the image modality is
trained with visible labels. We evaluate the result through both
true label and visible label. In true labels, although vehicles are
not observable, they provide positive labels. Thus, evaluation
performance with respect to true labels is significantly poorer
than results with visible labels.

The average AUCs and APs of all the vehicles for different
settings of the unimodal networks are presented in Tab. V. As
mentioned in Sec. IV-D, we propose one MLP and one CNN
based models for radar, and specific models for other modalities. We also explore the impacts for using the normalized or
unnormalized inputs. Since the normalized features gave better
performance than the unnormalized ones, we use normalized
features only, for our experiments. It is also evident from
the results (presented in Tab. V) that VGGSound outperforms
VGG16 as it is pre-trained on different types of acoustic
data. However, VGG16 gives better performance when fused
with other modalities. From our preliminary experiments, we
observed that the acoustic model with pre-trained VGG16
gives 20-30% better performance in terms of both evaluation
metrics (AUC and AP) when fused with other modalities.
Hence, we consider VGG16 as the best performing acousitc
unimodal network for fusion.
The vehicle-wise AUC and AP comparison for the best
settings of each unimodal network is presented in Fig. 20. We

1) Object Detection Performance for Image Modality:
To quantify the performance of the object detection step
of finetuned Faster RCNN, presented in Sec. IV-D1, the
corresponding evaluation metrics are presented in Tab. VI.
Here, the mean Average Precision (mAP) corresponds to the
average precision for Intersection Over Union (IoU) from 0.5
to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05. Similarly, mean Average
Recall (mAR) corresponds to the average recall for the IoU of
same settings. Note that as object detection is considered as
a preprocessing step in our proposed approach, we only train
and evaluate our object detection model in bin-based settings.
12
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Average AUC
Average AP
sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based

Settings
Ultimate Layer Fusion (Shallow), S1
Ultimate Layer Fusion (Shallow), S2
Ultimate Layer Fusion (Shallow), S3
Ultimate Layer Fusion (Deep), S1
Ultimate Layer Fusion (Deep), S2
Ultimate Layer Fusion (Deep), S3

0.531
0.425
0.674
0.767
0.446
0.661

0.916
0.525
0.646
0.898
0.509
0.877

0.664
0.527
0.611
0.462
0.584
0.459

0.657
0.401
0.597
0.348
0.357
0.342

Aggregated Penultimate Layer Fusion, S1
Aggregated Penultimate Layer Fusion, S2
Aggregated Penultimate Layer Fusion, S3

0.886
0.788
0.757

1
0.887
0.923

0.924
0.728
0.684

0.998
0.824
0.851

Incremental Ultimate Layer Fusion
Incremental Penultimate Layer Fusion

0.544
0.841

0.517
0.936

0.444
0.805

0.382
0.863

used strategies are presented in Tab. VIII. We observe that
results vary in wide range for both bin-based and scenariobased evaluations. Even though these state-of-the-art fusion
strategies dynamically extract different learnable parameters
from the features, we observe the concatenation or late fusion
outperforms the rest for the aggregated fusion framework. We
observe the similar performance for other proposed fusion
frameworks as well. Hence, we choose concatenation as the
selected fusion strategy in the proposed fusion frameworks for
the rest of our experiments.

TABLE VII: Average AUCs and APs for proposed feature-based
fusion networks over the ESCAPE dataset (higher is better, 1 is best).
Three settings are used: (i) S1 means training the whole model from
scratch; (ii) S2 means loading the weights from pre-trained unimodal
networks and training the fusion layers only; (iii) S3 means loading
the weights from pre-trained unimodal networks and retraining the
whole model. Each column specify same meaning as of the earlier
table.
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D. Performance of Proposed Multi-level Fusion Frameworks
on Non-image Modalities

Incremental

Once we derive the best performing feature-based fusion
model and best fusion strategy, we next evaluate the proposed
multi-level fusion frameworks (discussed in Sec. V-C). The
average AUCs for all the vehicles for multi-level decision
based, quadratic shallow, and deep fusion frameworks are
presented in Tab. IX. The best performing multi-level fusion
for each type is highlighted in bold font in Tab. IX.
Note that both evaluation metrics follow the same trend
when averaged over vehicles, as presented in Tab. V, VII,
and IX. Hence, we focus on one evaluation metric, AUCs,
for the detailed vehicle-wise results for the remainder of the
performance evaluation.

(b) AP

E. Performance of Fusion with Image Modality

Fig. 21: Vehicle-wise AUCs and APs for best settings of proposed
fusion networks on non-image modalities. The evaluation metrics are
averaged over scenario-based and bin-based settings for each vehicle.

Next we move forward analyzing the performance of two
types image fusion with non-image fusion networks, introduced in Sec. VI. In the first set of experiments involving
images, we uniformly fuse all four modalities in different ways
of unified fusion (Sec. VI-A). We present the results in Tab. X.
Next, for the naı̈ve (Sec. VI-B) and quadratic (Sec. VI-C)
image fusion frameworks, 4 different non-image fusion frameworks with top performance are taken into account, listed as:
(a) aggregated penultimate layer fusion (trained from scratch),
(b) multi-level deep fusion (baseline) (c) multi-level deep
fusion (4 layers), and (d) multi-level quadratic shallow fusion.
In general, quadratic image fusion framework achieves better
classification performance than naı̈ve image fusion. This can
be justified by the fact that image naı̈ve fusion is based on
manual and experiential selection, whereas in quadratic image
fusion, the selection is learnt by hidden layer. Image naı̈ve
fusion with non-image multi-level deep fusion (4 layers), and
image quadratic fusion with non-image multi-level quadratic
shallow fusion achieve the best average performance. The
detailed results of all the best performing unimodal, non-image
fusion, and image fusion networks are presented in Tab. X.

B. Performance of Ultimate and Penultimate Layer Fusion on
Non-image Modalities
As presented in Sec. V-A and V-B, we first evaluate the
performance of feature-based fusion at ultimate and penultimate layer on non-image modalities. The average AUCs and
APs for all the vehicles for fusion at ultimate, penultimate
and successive (incremental) stages with different settings are
presented in Tab. VII. Vehicle-wise AUC and AP comparison
for the best settings (highlighted in bold font in Tab. VII)
of each fusion network is presented in Fig. 21. From the
results it is clear that aggregated penultimate layer fusion,
while training from scratch, gives the best performance, hence
we use this model as the penultimate fusion network for the
multi-level fusion, presented in Sec. V-C. Next, we analyze
the performance of different fusion strategies.
C. Performance of Different Fusion Strategies
In this set of experiments, we perform different fusion
strategies presented in Sec. IV-F on the fusion networks
considered in Sec. VIII-B. Without loss of generality, we
choose to present the best performing one from Tab. VII,
which is the aggregated fusion at penultimate layer trained
from scratch. However, we observe a similar trend in the
performance for other fusion frameworks as well. The extensive results on the AUC evaluation metric over different

F. Dealing with ‘non-visible’ Vehicles
After carefully observing each frames of the scenarios
reported in Tab. I, we present a visual representation of the
scenario-wise ‘visible’ and ‘non-visible’ bins in Fig. 19. For
the scenario-based setting, we have 3 scenarios in the test set,
where there are no visible vehicles in 69 bins out of the total
163 bins. In the bin-based setting, there are 113 bins without
13
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Fusion Strategies

Gas gator
Diesel gator
Pickup
Van
Stake rack
Average
sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based

Concatenation
Low Rank Tensor Fusion [57]
Feature-wise Linear Modulation [56]
Multiplicative Interaction [55]

0.940
0.980
0.908
0.540

1
0.430
0.996
0.500

0.970
0.520
0.965
0.460

1
0.570
1
0.480

0.540
0.500
0.825
0.550

1
0.450
0.998
0.570

1
0.920
1
0.550

1
0.580
1
0.510

0.980
0.720
0.919
0.420

1
0.550
0.999
0.500

0.886
0.493
0.876
0.510

1
0.518
0.999
0.519

TABLE VIII: AUCs for different fusion strategies for aggregated fusion framework over the ESCAPE dataset (higher is better, 1 is the best).
Vehicle-wise detection performance of the best performing fusion strategy is highlighted.

Settings

Average AUC
sc-based bin-based

Average AP
sc-based bin-based

Multi-level Decision-based Fusion

0.860

0.998

0.811

0.999

Multi-level Quadratic Shallow Fusion

0.870

0.974

0.883

0.980

Multi-level Deep Fusion (baseline)
Multi-level Deep Fusion (4 layers)

0.906
0.900

0.988
0.976

0.949
0.727

0.997
0.989

G. Performance of Proposed Fusion Frameworks on Other
Multimodal Datasets
Finally, we use existing multimodal datasets to evaluate
and compare the performance of our proposed fusion frameworks with the current state-of-the-art. Since our proposed
work encompasses the detection and classification of vehicles, we consider the available multimodal datasets for autonomous driving, such as NuScene [12], KITTI [58], [59],
and OLIMP [60], for this evaluation. Among these datasets,
we choose NuScene as the most suitable candidate for the
performance comparison, due to the availability of image and
radar data, which matches with the used sensor modalities in
our proposed fusion frameworks. Additionally, the fact that
NuScene has multiple vehicles present in some of the frames,
further reinforces our decision. We use 850 scenes, and 2
sensor modalities (image and radar) of the NuScene data,
having 4 vehicles (construction vehicles, motorcycle, trailer,
and truck) for detection and classification. Without the loss of
generality, we choose only the front camera and front radar
sensor data in NuScene for this evaluation purpose, the results
of which are presented in Tab. XI.
Note that NuScene is mainly curated for detection, hence
the state-of-the-art on this dataset focuses on detection performance, e.g., [61], which uses 6 different sensors per modality.
In contrast, our proposed method uses only 1 camera and
1 radar sensor, making it more data efficient. For a fair
comparison, we implement existing fusion strategies (low rank
multimodal fusion [57] and multiplicative interactions [55]),
and compare with the proposed aggregated and incremental
fusion frameworks, for classification task on this dataset. We
use the evaluation metrics mentioned in Sec. VII-B.
From Tab. XI, we observe that the proposed aggregated
fusion framework outperforms the AUC and AP scores of
unimodal image network by 9.39% and 7.66%. These improvements have significant impact on various safety critical
issues involving vehicle classification. Also, our proposed fusion framework shows a performance improvement of 22.73%
in AUC and 18.06% in AP, and 21.93% in AUC and 15.18%
in AP over the low rank multimodal fusion [57] and multiplicative interaction [55] fusion techniques, respectively, for
vehicle classification.

TABLE IX: Average AUCs and APs for proposed multi-level fusion
frameworks over the ESCAPE dataset (higher is better, 1 is best).
The baseline of multi-level deep fusion refers to using a single dense
layer (than the 4 layers) at the second level of fusion.
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Fig. 22: Vehicle-wise AUCs for best settings of proposed fusion networks on image and non-image modalities. The AUCs are averaged
over scenario-based and bin-based settings for each vehicle.

visible vehicles out of the total 370 bins in the test set. This
proves that in 42.33% and 30.54% of the times, in the scenariobased and bin-based settings, respectively, all the vehicles are
in NLOS. We plot the average AUCs (over all the vehicles)
achieved for image modality and other fusion techniques in
Fig. 22, to show that the NLOS situations result in lower
AUCs for image modality, which later got improved by fusion
with non-image modalities. In Fig. 22, the ‘non-image fusion’
bar represents the results from the best non-image fusion
framework which is the multi-level deep fusion (baseline), and
the ‘image fusion’ bar represents the top-performing image
fusion framework which is the image quadratic fusion, from
Tab. X. Here, we observe a 33.16% improvement in average
AUC (vehicle and settings wise) after fusion with non-image
modalities than when we use only the image modality with true
labels. It is to be noted here that the visible labeling was one
of the steps of preprocessing, hence, we compare our fusion
result with ground truth of true labeling of image modality.

IX. C ONCLUSIONS
We introduced different types of fusion frameworks to
broadly leverage intrinsic situational information in different
types of data modalities. These deep-learning based fusion
frameworks intelligently assign variable weights per modality
at different level of fusion. We evaluate our proposed model on
real world multimodal ESCAPE dataset and NuScene dataset.

Thus, we establish that when non-image modalities are
combined with the image modality, multi-vehicle detection can
improve in NLOS situations, where image modality fails to
detect the vehicle. Through prudent exploitation of non-image
modalities (such as acoustic, radar, seismic, etc.), it is possible
to detect the vehicle even for NLOS situations.
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Gas gator
Diesel gator
Pickup
Van
Stake rack
Average
sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based sc-based bin-based

Frameworks
Radar
Acoustic (VGG16)
Seismic
Image (visible labels)
Image (true labels)

0.500
0.930
0.470
0.995
0.887

1
0.840
0.710
0.987
0.732

0.210
0.880
0.240
0.995
0.718

1
0.910
0.480
1
0.732

1
0.360
0.840
0.944
0.695

0.990
0.810
0.750
1
0.748

1
0.750
0.510
1
0.296

1
0.870
0.610
0
0.441

1
0.840
0.760
0.996
0.897

0.990
0.950
0.660
0.993
0.861

0.742
0.752
0.564
0.986
0.697

0.996
0.876
0.642
0.796
0.703

Aggregated Fusion
Multi-level Decision-based Fusion
Multi-level Quadratic Shallow Fusion
Multi-level Deep Fusion (baseline)
Multi-level Deep Fusion (4 layers)

0.940
0.980
1
1
0.990

1
1
0.990
0.970
0.990

0.970
1
1
0.980
1

1
0.990
0.970
0.990
0.960

0.540
0.600
0.550
0.560
0.510

1
1
0.930
0.990
0.970

1
0.830
0.970
1
1

1
1
0.990
0.990
0.970

0.980
0.890
0.830
0.990
1

1
1
0.990
1
0.990

0.886
0.860
0.870
0.906
0.900

1
0.998
0.974
0.988
0.976

Image Unified Fusion (ultimate layer-shallow)
Image Unified Fusion (ultimate layer-deep)
Image Unified Fusion (penultimate layer)

0.891
0.605
0.953

0.930
0.893
0.990

0.939
0.975
0.964

0.989
0.949
0.996

0.410
0.511
0.527

0.869
0.912
0.999

0.814
0.535
1

0.897
0.874
1

0.930
0.984
0.993

0.957
0.999
0.997

0.797
0.722
0.888

0.929
0.926
0.997

Naı̈ve Fusion: Image and Aggregated Fusion
Naı̈ve Fusion: Image and Deep Fusion (baseline)
Naı̈ve Fusion: Image and Deep Fusion (4 layers)
Naı̈ve Fusion: Image and Quadratic Shallow Fusion

0.959
0.995
0.995
0.988

0.900
0.892
0.896
0.895

0.958
0.972
0.995
0.952

0.891
0.879
0.889
0.889

0.817
0.813
0.806
0.815

0.936
0.928
0.920
0.912

0.584
0.581
0.584
0.576

0.566
0.561
0.565
0.566

0.990
0.995
0.996
0.967

0.996
0.982
0.993
0.987

0.862
0.871
0.875
0.859

0.858
0.848
0.853
0.850

Quadratic Fusion: Image and Aggregated Fusion
Quadratic Fusion: Image and Deep Fusion (baseline)
Quadratic Fusion: Image and Deep Fusion (4 layers)
Quadratic Fusion: Image and Quadratic Shallow Fusion

0.902
1
0.989
0.988

0.996
0.980
0.996
0.993

0.896
0.955
1
0.941

1
0.961
0.973
0.986

0.641
0.529
0.495
0.589

1
0.989
0.992
0.999

0.916
0.706
0.828
0.987

1
0.934
0.968
0.997

0.966
0.991
0.991
0.961

0.999
0.993
0.986
0.974

0.864
0.836
0.861
0.893

0.999
0.971
0.983
0.999

TABLE X: AUCs for each best performing unimodal, non-image, and image fusion networks over the ESCAPE dataset (higher is better, 1
is best). Vehicle-wise detection performance of only using image true labels and final fusion network are highlighted.

Frameworks

Construction
Vehicles
AUC
AP

Motor
Cycle
AUC
AP

Trailer

Truck

Average

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

Radar
Image (true label)

0.400
0.624

0.314
0.408

0.766
0.637

0.637
0.550

0.380
0.679

0.224
0.539

0.814
0.785

0.951
0.954

0.590
0.681

0.531
0.613

Low Rank
Tensor Fusion [57]
Multiplicative
Interactions [55]

0.547

0.291

0.669

0.542

0.664

0.509

0.548

0.894

0.607

0.559

0.564

0.348

0.648

0.507

0.771

0.554

0.519

0.884

0.611

0.573

Aggregated
Fusion*
Incremental
Fusion*

0.689

0.478

0.746

0.627

0.768

0.575

0.780

0.960

0.745

0.660

0.663

0.450

0.739

0.605

0.764

0.584

0.775

0.957

0.735

0.649

[4] F. De Ponte Müller, “Survey on ranging sensors and cooperative techniques for relative positioning of vehicles,” Sensors, vol. 17, no. 2, 2017.
[5] S. Chadwick, W. Maddern, and P. Newman, “Distant vehicle detection
using radar and vision,” in 2019 International Conference on Robotics
and Automation (ICRA), pp. 8311–8317, 2019.
[6] T. Stanislas, LeoandPeynot, “Characterisation of the delphi electronically scanning radar for robotics applications,” Proceedings of the
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[7] A. Krizhevsky, I. Sutskever, and G. E. Hinton, “ImageNet classification with deep convolutional neural networks,” in Advances in Neural
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[8] K. Simonyan and A. Zisserman, “Very deep convolutional networks for
large-scale image recognition,” arXiv preprint arXiv:1409.1556, 2014.
[9] C. Szegedy, W. Liu, Y. Jia, P. Sermanet, S. Reed, D. Anguelov, D. Erhan,
V. Vanhoucke, and A. Rabinovich, “Going deeper with convolutions,”
in Proceedings of the IEEE conference on computer vision and pattern
recognition, pp. 1–9, 2015.
[10] K. He, X. Zhang, S. Ren, and J. Sun, “Deep residual learning for image
recognition,” in Proceedings of the IEEE conference on computer vision
and pattern recognition, pp. 770–778, 2016.
[11] P. Zulch, M. Distasio, T. Cushman, B. Wilson, B. Hart, and E. Blasch,
“ESCAPE Data Collection for Multi-Modal Data Fusion Research,” in
2019 IEEE Aerospace Conference, pp. 1–10, 2019.
[12] H. Caesar, V. Bankiti, A. H. Lang, S. Vora, V. E. Liong, Q. Xu,
A. Krishnan, Y. Pan, G. Baldan, and O. Beijbom, “nuscenes: A multimodal dataset for autonomous driving,” in Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF
Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), June
2020.
[13] J. Redmon and A. Farhadi, “YOLOv3: An Incremental Improvement,”
2018.
[14] S. Ren, K. He, R. Girshick, and J. Sun, “Faster R-CNN: Towards RealTime Object Detection with Region Proposal Networks,” 2016.
[15] Y. Fu, L. Zhang, J. Wang, Y. Fu, and Y.-G. Jiang, “Depth guided adaptive
meta-fusion network for few-shot video recognition,” in Proceedings of
the 28th ACM International Conference on Multimedia, p. 1142–1151,
2020.
[16] W. Zhao, H. Lu, and D. Wang, “Multisensor image fusion and enhancement in spectral total variation domain,” IEEE Transactions on
Multimedia, vol. 20, no. 4, pp. 866–879, 2018.
[17] D. Semedo and J. a. Magalhães, “Adaptive temporal triplet-loss for
cross-modal embedding learning,” in Proceedings of the 28th ACM
International Conference on Multimedia, p. 1152–1161, 2020.
[18] Q. Lin, B. Yan, J. Li, and W. Tan, “Mmfl: Multimodal fusion learning
for text-guided image inpainting,” in Proceedings of the 28th ACM
International Conference on Multimedia, p. 1094–1102, 2020.
[19] Y. Yi, H. Wang, and Q. Li, “Affective video content analysis with
adaptive fusion recurrent network,” IEEE Transactions on Multimedia,
vol. 22, no. 9, pp. 2454–2466, 2020.

TABLE XI: Comparison of AP and AUC for subset of NuScene
dataset for radar and image modality with competing methods. The
methods marked with ‘*’ are proposed in this paper with the concatenation as fusion strategy. The best performing one is highlighted.

The results show that the use of fusion improves in vehicle
detection and identification performance than using the single
modalities, especially in the limited visibility states. Additionally, the proposed fusion frameworks also outperform the stateof-the-art competitors. Moving forward, vehicle detection can
be further enhanced by designing fusion frameworks which
exploits the orthogonality within the single modalities.
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